WINE LIST
Our cellar boasts more than two thousand bottles that have travelled through vast lands
and seas to find their home here. These wines have shown great resilience. As elegant and
delicate as they may be, they have fought extreme conditions along the way and are now well
preserved in our cellar, La Cave.
This hand-picked selection draws inspiration from the numerous terroirs of the world with
emphasis on capturing the uniqueness of each source. You will find that there is greater
focus on the wines of South Africa, due to our geographical location, but we trust that you
will also be intrigued by our wines from historical ‘old world’ regions, as well as exciting
‘new world’ countries.
In our dining spaces, we strive to achieve the harmonious balance between the dishes from
our chef and the wines from our cellar to deliver the ultimate Miavana dining experience.
It is our belief that good wine creates happy memories and when paired with good food, it
only enhances the flavours and elevates the experience.
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RECOMMENDATIONS À LA CAVE
Bubbles to celebrate, white wine to refresh, beautiful pink rose to watch the sunset,
red wine to thoughtfully savour, and luscious sweet wine for a perfect day’s ending.
CHAMPAGNE DEUTZ CLASSIC MAGNUM N.V

$700

Champagne, France
CHATEAU ESCLANS ‘WHISPERING ANGEL’ ROSE
2015

$85

Provence, France
ANTINORI SANTA CHRISTINA BIANCO
2015

Umbria, Italy
DE TRAFFORD SIJN WHITE BLEND
2015

Stellenbosch, South Africa
HESS FAMILY COLLECTION SELECT CHARDONNAY
2015

$140

Napa Valley, USA
GLENNELLY GLASS COLLECTION MERLOT
2017

Stellenbosch, South Africa
DOMAINE JC LAPALU BEAUJOLAIS-VILLAGES
2013

$90

Beaujolais, France
MULLINEUX SYRAH
2013

$110

Swartland, South Africa
YALUMBA ‘THE STRAPER’ RHONE RED BLEND
2015

$85

Barossa Valley, Australia
VINA MAIPO PRODIGIDO CABERNET SAUVIGNON
2008

$100

Maipo Valley, Chile
ROYAL TOKAJI MEZES MALY 6 PUTTONYOS
1996

Tokaj, Hungary

Prices exclude 20% VAT.
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$250

CHAMPAGNE
NICOLAS BLANC DE BLANC NV
CHAMPAGNE, FRANCE

The name “Etienne Nicolas” refers to the founder of the Nicolas brand. It is a symbol
of quality and trust. Brilliant pale yellow colour, nice open nose with floral notes, white
fruits, toast, good balance, freshness, chalky notes, nice bubbles, melted and elegant.
THEVENET DELOUVIN CARTE NOIRE BRUT NV
CHAMPAGNE, FRANCE

This is a Blanc de Noirs of 90% Pinot Meunier and 10% Pinot Noir grown on both sides
of the Vallée de la Marne valley. Carte Noire with its intense fruit is a good reflection of
its terroir with floral, pastry and fresh notes.
THEVENET DELOUVIN RESERVE BRUT N.V
CHAMPAGNE, FRANCE

A meticulous blending of Pinot Meunier, Chardonnay, Pinot Noir with a light-straw
colour and slightly golden highlights. Its bubble is discreet, thin, twirling. Its subtle and
discreet nose reveals floral notes, fresh fruit notes, even notes of citrus.
THEVENET DELOUVIN CARTE ROUGE N.V

$140

CHAMPAGNE, FRANCE

A fine assemblage of Pinot Noir, Pinot Meunier, Chardonnay. Elegant and fragrant with
finesse, focused on balance between fruit and acidity, persistent bubble, lingering finish.
POL ROGER BRUT N.V

$220

EPERNAY, CHAMPAGNE, FRANCE

The body of Pinot Noir, the suppleness of Pinot Meunier, the finesse of Chardonnay. An
elegant golden straw yellow colour with green highlights. Vibrant intensity of green apple
and citrus fruit, fresh mineral nuances, white flowers, brioche, cereal and fresh nuts on
the nose. The palate showcases a delicious sumptuousness of pear, peach and apple. A
magical pairing when enjoyed with sushi.
VEUVE CLICQUOT BRUT N.V

$190

REIMS, CHAMPAGNE, FRANCE

Clear appearance and clean aroma of apple, touch of citrus. Lingering palate, great
balance of acidity, hints of orange and honey. This wine manages to reconcile two
opposing factors - strength and silkiness - and to hold them in perfect balance with
aromatic intensity and a lot of freshness. This consistent power to please makes it ideal as
an aperitif and also excellent with meals.
TAITTINGER PRESTIGE ROSE N.V

$225

REIMS, CHAMPAGNE, FRANCE

The intense and brilliant body is bright pink in colour. Fine bubbles, velvety texture and
persistent mousse. Full nose, wonderfully expressive, fresh and young. Aromas of freshly
crushed wild raspberry, cherry and blackcurrant. The flavours are reminiscent of fresh,
crisp red fruits. A satisfying aperitif that can also pair with fruit desserts including fruit
tart, fruit salad and red fruit crumble.
Prices exclude 20% VAT.
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CHAMPAGNE
LOUIS ROEDERER BRUT N.V

$235

CHAMPAGNE, FRANCE

Freshness, finesse and deep golden colour makes it a perfect Champagne for special
moments. 40% Pinot Noir, 40% Chardonnay and 20% Pinot Meunier that create an
unbelievable harmony. Perfect balance between richness and freshness. Unending layers of
flavours to be discovered on the palate. Lengthy finish. A classic.
LAURENT PERRIER CUVEE ROSE N.V

$270

CHAMPAGNE, FRANCE

Elegant, with colour changing naturally from a pretty raspberry hue to salmon-pink.
A precise nose of extraordinary freshness and a wide range of red fruits: raspberry,
redcurrant, strawberry and black cherry. A fresh and sharp attack for this supple and
rounded wine. On the palate, it offers the lovely sensation of plunging into a basket of
freshly picked red berries.
BILLECART-SALMON BRUT ROSE N.V

$450

MAREUL-SUR-AY, CHAMPAGNE, FRANCE

This Brut Rosé is a blend of Chardonnay, Pinot Meunier and Pinot Noir vinified as red
wine. A pale yet radiant pink colour adorned with warm glints of gold. This cuvée unveils
a subtle aroma leading to an elegant, delicate bouquet of fine notes of red berries and zest
of citrus fruits. Its special method of vinification gives this cuvée a light, elegant flavour,
followed by a fresh finish with a taste of raspberry.
LAURENT PERRIER GRAND SIECLE N.V

$465

CHAMPAGNE, FRANCE

Starry bright in character with a fine effervescence. An intense and complex nose of
slightly candied fruits, followed by aromas of fresh pastry, grilled almonds, subtle hints of
honey and gingerbread. Well-rounded and developed, the wine brings a feeling of fullness
while its beautiful minerality leaves an outstanding sensation of freshness. Grand Siècle
offers a perfect balance between strength and delicacy.
KRUG GRAND CUVEE N.V

$670

CHAMPAGNE, FRANCE

A well-crafted Champagne. Notes of toasted brioche and almonds on the nose, a huge
blossom blended with sweet spices and a calming follow through of marzipan and honey.
This special cuvee has a noticeable freshness on the palate that creates an amazing balance
with rich and tangy grapefruit flavors. Subtle and elegant bubbles.

Prices exclude 20% VAT.
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CHAMPAGNE
DEUTZ CLASSIC BRUT – MAGNUM N.V

$700

CHAMPAGNE, FRANCE

Limpid and refined, defining the elegance and finesse you expect from good Champagne.
A bit on the sweet side, with a hefty dosage softening the high acidity and rounding off
the peach and fresh lemon flavors. Light, almost weightless pure and finesse-full on the
palate, all the way through the young, yeasty and substantial finish.
R’ DE RUINART BRUT NV – MAGNUM

$950

REIMS, CHAMPAGNE, FRANCE

The blend is made up of 40% Chardonnay, 49% Pinot Noir and 11% Meunier. A
vibrant, clear yellow colour with golden reflections and perfect persistent form. This is a
balanced wine, rounded, full-bodied and scented with ripe nectarines and greengages.
The finish is long, fresh and well integrated.
POL ROGER SIR WINSTON CHURCHILL 2004

$1150

REIMS, CHAMPAGNE, FRANCE

The wine is a deep golden-yellow color with a continuous thread of lingering bubbles. The
elegant nose delivers intense and complex aromas, dominated by enticing notes of dried
fruit, toasted almond and honey. Full bodied, boasting a powerful, rich structure, yet
balanced with a refreshing acidity and flavorful notes of orange zest. A remarkable lengthy
finish, with creamy notes of butter combined with rich fruitiness of plum and tart, ripe
pear. Fine and persistent mousse.

METHODE CAP CLASSIQUE
GRAHAM BECK BRUT NV
ROBERTSON, SOUTH AFRICA

Delicate sweet nose and a whoosh of citrus and orange on the palate. Racy lightness and
vigorous bubbles. Light yeasty aromas and secondary tones of limey fresh fruit on the
nose with rich creamy complexity on the palate. The exceptionally fine mousse contributes
freshness and finesse. An all-round crowd pleaser and extremely versatile bubbly crafted
from a selection of the classic varieties, Pinot Noir and Chardonnay.
L’ORMARINS BRUT NV
WESTERN CAPE, SOUTH AFRICA

A blend of Chardonnay and Pinot Noir produced out of Anthonij Rupert’s cellar in
Franschhoek. The MCC offers fine bead and string of pearl bubbles with aromas of tarte
tartin, apple and cinnamon with a light pear drop and biscuit nuance. Bright vivacious
and crisply zesty in the mouth. Tangy lime and green apple crunch with a richer, deeper,
biscuit and sourdough undertone.

Prices exclude 20% VAT.
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PROSECCO
ENRICO BEDIN PROSECCO DI TREVISO, EXTRA
DRY, NV
CORNUDA, TREVISO, ITALY

Produced from 100% Glera. The Prosecco offers a citrus and lime dominant nose, whilst
on the palate, citrus and apples present itself with a dry to medium acidity. A very gentle
and refreshing finish which is well balanced.
VAL D’OCA MILLESIMATO, EXTRA DRY 2017
VALDOBBIADENE DOC, VENETO, ITALY

Made of 100% Glera from Valdobbiadene. Careful grape selection fermented in
controlled temperature vat, wild flower aroma and green apple flavour on a palate.
Delicate and refreshing.
CONTARINI TREVISO BRUT NV

$75

TREVISO DOC, VENETO, ITALY

Pale straw yellow in colour with greenish reflections with abundant evanescent foam in
fine perlage. A very fine perfume reminiscent of wisteria and acacia flower followed by
some green apple peach. Delicately flavorful with a hint of sweetness to finish off.

MOSCATO D’ASTI
TREFECOLI MOSCATO D’ASTI DOLCE 2016
MOSCATO D’ASTI DOCG, PIEDMONTE, ITALY

A poolside easy drinking wine. Pale straw color. Peaches, pear and apricot on the nose.
Sweet and smooth, shy bubbles balanced with a fresh, vibrant streak of acidity that
makes it hard to resist. Tinge of citrus and mango on the palate.

Prices exclude 20% VAT.
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SAUVIGNON BLANC
KEN FORRESTER PETIT 2021
WESTERN CAPE, SOUTH AFRICA

Being extracted from grapes planted on rich soil, this wine deploys a mineralized sense of
smell and a complex mouth of acidulous tropical fruits.
SOUTHERN RIGHT 2020
WALKER BAY, SOUTH AFRICA

Made in a way ensuring the personality of site and soil is not overridden by the forceful
character of the variety, this wine exhibits the typical Southern Right balance of “Old
World” minerality and length with hints of “New World” palate coverage and body.
Savoury, sappy and salty, with elderflower and grapefruit notes, lovely precision and a
textured, bone-dry finish.
WAIRAU RIVER 2017
MARLBOROUGH, NEW ZEALAND

Wairau River 2017 Sauvignon Blanc is made from 100% Sauvignon Blanc grapes
sourced from the oldest Sauvignon Blanc grapes on the Estate. After harvest, the grapes
were gently pressed and fermented 100% in stainless steel tanks. Aromas of peach,
pineapple, white pepper and jalapeño pepper lead the way in this wine. It leads into a
slippy-textured palate that displays lots of fruit concentration and a long, pineapple
finish.
DOMAINE CHERRIER SANCERRE ROSSIGNOLE
“L’ESSENTIEL” 2017
LOIRE VALLEY, FRANCE

The name of the Cherrier family has been attached to the Sancerre vineyard since 1848.
The current estate was created in 1927 by grandfather Maurice, developed by his son
Pierre and since 1984 by the third generation. The 2017 delivers a basket of white
flowers and candied fruit (quince), nuanced with a spicy touch. Full and fleshy.
LES CHAMPS CLOS SANCERRE 2016
LOIRE VALLEY, FRANCE

Lemony and exotic fragrances allying with honeysuckle scents are released by this pale
wine. In mouth, this wine is a concentrate of finesse, elegance and suppleness. It has a
wide range of aromas. The finish is all about persistency and greed.

Prices exclude 20% VAT.
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CHENIN BLANC
MULLINEUX KLOOF STREET “OLD VINE” 2016
SWARTLAND, SOUTH AFRICA

The grapes come from three sustainably farmed vineyard parcels in different parts of the
Swartland and grown from 40 plus year old vines. The wine has a nose of sun ripened
pears and wet granite with a vibrant acidity balanced by soft and round texture. The wine
finish with a fresh minerality.
FALSE BAY SLOW 2019
WESTERN CAPE, SOUTH AFRICA

False Bay SLOW has undergone a slow fermentation using the natural wild yeasts of
ancient wine making method. This wine has an elegant character ranging from the floral
nose to the smells of honey and a smooth taste ending with a slight tangy in length.
RADFORD DALE ‘GRANITE RIDGE’ 2018
STELLENBOSCH, WESTERN CAPE, SOUTH AFRICA

This is a wine with great focus on fruit. Vibrant stone fruit aromas of pear and peach
are accompanied by tones of ripe apple. The body is light and crisp with a refreshing
mouthfeel. Good complexity with herbal and mineral tones to give a good finish.
BABYLONSTOREN 2016
WESTERN CAPE, SOUTH AFRICA

A light, crisp dry wine that is fruit driven and juicy. Unwooded and refreshing with lovely
guava and melon flavours rounded off with an undertone of pears and a hint of fresh
green figs.
AA BADENHORST SECATEUR CHENIN BLANC
2020
PAARDEBERG, SWARTLAND, SOUTH AFRICA

The 2020 vintage spent its Lees time in concrete tanks and old casks, which plays an
important role in the maturation that provides incredible texture and offers aromas of
honey, orange blossom and white stone fruits.
WATERKLOOF “SERIOUSLY COOL” 2018
STELLENBOSCH, SOUTH AFRICA

The grapes are whole-bunch pressed, racked from settling tank into concrete eggs and
old 600 litre barrels. No commercial yeast was inoculated but the wild yeast from the
vineyards was used to naturally ferment the wine. The aromas show elegant stone fruit,
citrus and pear with a full and rich mouthfeel.
ALHEIT VINEYARDS CARTOLOGY 2016

$70

WESTERN CAPE, SOUTH AFRICA

An excellent Chenin Blanc with a rare enhancement of a splash of Semillon. The nose
shows bright citrus notes, honeysuckle, fennel, ripe apple and pear. Evident hints of stone
fruits, quince and honey will become more pronounced with time. The palate is very bright
and fine. The wine feels harmonious and succulent, with fantastic natural concentration
and a persistent finish.
Prices exclude 20% VAT.
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CHENIN BLANC
THIERRY GERMAIN SAUMUR L’ INSOLITE 2014

$85

SAUMUR, LOIRE VALLEY, FRANCE

A really interesting biodynamic wine that is distinguished by a good acidity on the palate,
drawing precisely the volume and the complex aromas of white fruits, citrus and white
flowers, but also gentian and ginger. As the entry, the finish is just as precise.
BEAUMONT HOPE MARGUERITE 2016

$100

BOT RIVIER, WESTERN CAPE, SOUTH AFRICA

An enduring and well-crafted Chenin Blanc. Old vines planted in the 1970s and the ripe
sweetness combines for complexity and fullness. Satisfying and versatile. A good wine to
drink before a meal or to pair with spicy chicken dishes and light cheese.

GEWÜRZTRAMINER
LAUGEL CUVEE SELECTIONNEE 2013
ALSACE, FRANCE

This wine bears the name of a former wine merchant from Marlenheim, which has long
been part of the Arthur Metz house. It is a softness coming from marl-limestone soils
favourable to Gewurztraminer. Its golden yellow colour, its complex nose on exotic fruits
and spices, pepper in the head, its supple and suave mouth, marked on the finish by a
return of exotic fruits, compose a flattering bottle.

CHARDONNAY (UNWOODED)
A. BICHOT CHABLIS 2016
CHABLIS, BURGUNDY, FRANCE

Whole bunches of fruit pressed at low pressure to release only the purest juice and the
must is then fermented in temperature-controlled stainless-steel vats to preserve the
typicity of the terroir. The wine then undergoes malolactic fermentation to lend complexity
and texture. The result is pure and elegant, displaying freshly cut white flowers, stony
minerality and soft orchard fruits with a fresh, lively acidity.
DOM LAROCHE LE FOURCHARMES CHABLIS
1ER CRU 2016

$220

CHABLIS, BURGUNDY, FRANCE

From 65-year-old vines, Fourchames is one of the most spectacular vineyards of this
property. A racy but elegant wine with intense minerality and beautiful structure. A touch
of the exotic to the honeysuckle, mango, lychee and intensely petrol-suffused aromas.
There is good density to the utterly delicious flavors that are a lovely combination of
minerality and verve.
Prices exclude 20% VAT.
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CHARDONNAY (WOODED)
GLENELLY ESTATE 2017
STELLENBOSCH, WESTERN CAPE, SOUTH AFRICA

The Estate Reserve Chardonnay displays a wonderful bright crisp colour. The nose displays
vibrant citrus, lime zest & flint with hints of apple and vanilla butterscotch. The palate is
lush, the creamy texture is underpinned with beautiful mineral notes and hints of toasted
almond and vanilla. The finish is fresh with great minerality.
DOM LALEURE-PIOT PERNAND-VERGELESSES
2013

$75

PERNAND-VERGELESSES, COTE DE BEAUNE, BURGUNDY, FRANCE

An eye-catcher because of its beautiful colour with a golden tint. Fresh, lively and elegant.
This beautiful white Burgundy has a delicate bouquet of fresh fruit developing spicy notes
with hints of honey and gun-flint when mature. Accompanies elegant starters, mellow soft
cheese, slightly curried seafood and fine fish.
DOM MARC MOREY RULLY 2013

$85

COTE D’OR, BURGUNDY, FRANCE

A gorgeous white Burgundy from one of the region’s most respected producers, Selected
grapes from some of the finest terroir in Cote d’or. An exemplary Bourgogne with luscious
ripeness, fragrant white peach, citrus and acacia notes. Creamy and rounded with
exceptional freshness and delicateness on the palate.
NAUTILUS 2014

$110

MARLBOROUGH, NEW ZEALAND

A beautiful pale straw colour. The wine displays a complex range of aromas, including
preserved lemons, honeysuckle and nougat. The palate is well integrated, with a good
depth of flavour and a refreshingly long finish. Delicious sage, peanut butter and pine
nuts. A tight mineral structure that develops into a creamy texture as you drink it.
HESS FAMILY COLLECTION ‘SELECT’ 2014

$140

NAPA VALLEY, CARLIFONIA

Crisp, clean, vibrant, lightly oaked. Layers of complex flavours. Chardonnay that
showcases aromas and flavors of apple, white pear and a slight touch of tropical fruits,
accented by aromas of honeysuckle that come through with a rich and round mouth feel.
It is wonderful on its own, with appetizers, or as an integral part of nearly any menu.

Prices exclude 20% VAT.
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BLENDED WHITE WINE
E.GUIGAL COTE DU RHONE BLANC 2016
COTE DU RHONE, FRANCE

The wine is a blend of 60% Viognier, 15% Roussanne, 10% Marsanne, 8% Clairette,
5% Bourbolenc and 2% Grenache Blanc. Yellow gold, clear and brilliant. A fresh note
marked by distinctive Viognier aromas of white flowers, apricot, acacia and white peach.
The fruits come through on the palate, with plenty of richness and body. A well-rounded
wine with elegance, strength and balance.
ANTINORI SANTA CHRISTINA BIANCO 2015
UMBRIA, ITALY

This blend of Grechetto Bianco and Procanico is straw-yellow color with undertones of
lime green. The fragrance is full, refined, and elegant, with floral and fruity notes. On the
palate the wine is rounded and well-balanced. The floral notes which linger on the palate
exalt the aromatic persistence of the wine.
E GUIGAL PARALLELE 45,
COTES DU RHONE BLANC 2015
RHONE, FRANCE

60% Viognier, 15% Roussanne, 10% Marsanne, 8% Clairette, 7% Grenache Blanc.
Yellow gold, clear and brilliant. Freshness marked by the distinctive aromas of Viognier;
white flowers, apricot, acacia and white peach. Fruity with plenty of richness and body. A
well-rounded wine with elegance, strength and balance. This wine which flatters as much
as its famous red cousin.
MULLINUEX OLD VINES WHITE 2017

$105

SWARTLAND, SOUTH AFRICA

The blend consists of Chenin Blanc, Grenache Blanc, Viognier, Clairette Blanche and
Semillon Gris. Fermented in 200l, 2nd and 3rd fill French oak barrels, delivering a nose
of citrus and stone fruit while the palate has rich textures and savoury notes.
DE TRAFFORD SIJNN WHITE 2015
MALGAS, CAPE AGHULAS, SOUTH AFRICA

Chenin Blanc driven, Viognier and Roussanne. Bright yellow colour. Lovely forthcoming
nose of peach pith, lemon curd and spiced honey and a little salty herbal character. Quite
full and rich with enough spine to offer good maturation potential. Enjoy on its own or
with rich fish and seafood dishes.
AA BARDENHORST FAMILY WHITE 2015

$150

COASTAL REGION, SOUTH AFRICA

An assemblage of ten different varieties. This is an extremely complex wine with a rich
bouquet that change considerably in the glass; from perfume spice and tea to stone fruit
and citrus blossom. A rich and round mouthfeel and a long finish.

Prices exclude 20% VAT.
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BLENDED WHITE WINE
SADIE FAMILY PALLADIUS 2014

$250

SWARTLAND / VOOR PARDEBERG, SOUTH AFRICA

A big-hearted dry white with generous quality and complexity. Attractive spicy savoury
fruitiness on the palate. Wide spread of flavours with a notable honey-blossom bouquet.
Slick glossy texture. Non filtered. 75% Chenin Blanc, Viognier and Roussanne complete
the blend.

RIESLING
RIESLING KLEINREBEN 2015

$70

ALSACE, FRANCE

An upfront and defined fragrance of citrus fruit and white flowers combined with a certain
round grapey character, spices and gentle minerality, fair acidity and a slight impression
of tenderness. Perfect pairing for crab and prawn curry.

PINOT GRIGIO
TERRA DEL CAPO 2016
WESTERN CAPE, SOUTH AFRICA

This classic Pinot has subtle whiffs of lemon, orange leaf, peach and stone fruit which
tempt the nose. The palate offers tangy and succulent notes of peach and nectarine fruit,
along with some lemon freshness. Rounded yet juicy and refreshing with a delightful tail.
Elegant depth and body.
TENUTA NEIRANO 2016

$60

VENETO IGP, ITALY

Floral tone with lemon aroma, stone fruit on a palate and great freshness and minerality.
Delicate aromatic.

FRIULANO
FANTINEL 2015
FRIULI DOC, ITALY

Straw yellow with citrus reflections in colour. Energetic white with citrus reverberations,
with a delicate feel of white flowers and almonds. Soft and pleasantly fresh. Pairs well
with risotto and light creamy pasta.

Prices exclude 20% VAT.
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ROSE
LAROCHE CHEVALIERE 2019
LANGUEDOC-ROUSSILLON, FRANCE

Laroche Chevaliere Rose was made from Grenache Noire and Syrah grapes. It has a pale
pink color and release a fruity aroma of raspberry.
CHATEAU CAVALIER CUVEE MARAFIANCE 2018
COTE DE PROVENCE, FRANCE

An opulent blend of Grenache, Syrah, Rolle, Cinsault, Sémillon, Cabernet-Sauvignon.
The nose is complex and refined with notes of citrus and red fruit and floral, spicy aromas.
The palate shows good structure and finesse. Flavours of red fruit and citrus, developing
floral and mineral notes. Aromatic and complex on the finish with good tautness.
KEN FORRESTER PETIT ROSE 2019
STELLENBOSCH, SOUTH AFRICA

This blend of Grenache and Viognier delivers on soft ripeness and pure expression of the
nature of the fruits. This very elegant Rosé overwhelms the nose with aromas of freshly
picked strawberries, rose petal and cherry flavours. It follows through on the palate with
delicious ripe raspberries and a delicate finish.
CHATEAU CANADEL BANDOL 2019
COTE DE PROVENCE, FRANCE

Grown on a unique soil of clay and limestone, this blend of Mourvèdre, Grenache and
Cinsault brings an attractive bright pink colour tinged with orange hues. Intense bouquet
with citrus and white stone fruits aromas. The taste is elegant and full-bodied revealing a
mixture of fruity and spicy flavours.

Prices exclude 20% VAT.
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ROSE
CHATEAU D’ESCLANS ‘WHISPERING ANGEL’ 2015

$85

COTE DE PROVENCE, FRANCE

Epitomizing rosé that is greater than ever and more thoroughly enjoyable as a
sophisticated, food driven wine. Full body plus a lot of flavor and richness. Great elegance
that shows both floral aromas and firmness with a suave creamy feel echoing throughout.
Lovely texture accompanied by a satisfying finish.
BY OTT ROSE 2019

$120

COTE DE PROVENCE, FRANCE

The location sits on a very old terroir, marked by the absence of limestone and mixing
schists and clays. With a traditional approach the blend of Grenache, Cinsault, Syrah and
Rolle, the wine offers a salty, expressive and delicate balance with notes of citrus fruits,
mango and sweet spices.
CHATEAU MINUTY PRESTIGE 2019

$145

COTE DE PROVENCE, FRANCE

Sourced from a rigorous selection of the best “Côtes de Provence” vineyards. The blend of
Grenache, Cinsault, Tibouren and Syrah offers a powerful and well-balanced palate with
hints of citrus and red fruit, highlighted by a pleasant minerality.

Prices exclude 20% VAT.
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PINOT NOIR
A. BICHOT CHATEAU DE DRACY 2015
BURGUNDY, FRANCE

An appealing ruby red colour. The nose is fragrant with red fruits and blue flowers. The
palate approachable with round tannins and beautiful minerality. A classic pinot noir
that is versatile and enjoyable.
RADFORD DALE GRANITE RIDGE 2018
WESTERN CAPE, SOUTH AFRICA

In 2018, the winery introduced a hoist technique which drop the berries into the tank
with gravity and naturally ferment, whole. The fermentation technique allows supple
tannins and length within the wine. This is a fresh and vibrant pinot noir with red cherries
and strawberries on the palate with hints of smoke.
HAMILTON RUSSEL 2016

$90

HEMEL-EN-ARDE VALLEY, SOUTH AFRICA

A majestic and elegant Pinot Noir. Made in a classic Burgundian style. The nose offers
more ripe cherry. Raspberry, strawberry and a liquorice-like savouriness on the palate. A
fruity mouth feel and a spicy follow through of cinnamon, nutmeg and cloves.
ATA RANGI CRIMSON 2014

$130

MARTINSBOROUGH, NEW ZEALAND

Deep, dark ruby red color with purple hues. The nose is full and up-front with
voluminous aromas of dark raspberries and blackberries. A lifted plum jam note and later
unfolds liquorice and raspberry liqueur elements. Medium bodied, the palate is rich and
plush with succulently sweet and luscious flavours of mixed berries. Fine grained supple
tannins and a freshness that livens it up. A long and lively finish.

Prices exclude 20% VAT.
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PINOT NOIR
GRASSHOPER ROCK 2013

$155

CENTRAL OTAGO, NEW ZEALAND

A rich, ripe, stylishly concentrated Pinot Noir. An invitingly scented bouquet of black
cherries, wild thyme, liquorice hints of violet and spices. Tempting deep ruby colour
with rich, vibrant, plummy flavours, gentle tannins, savoury notes on a complex, finestructured palate. Medium-bodied, grainy tannins finishing with a pleasant herbal lift.
GUYON ALOXE-CORTON 1ER CRU LES VERCOTS
2011

$180

ALOXE-CORTON, BURGUNDY, FRANCE

Appearance of bright brick truly telling that it has come of age. Whiffs bring an attractive
bouquet of red fruit, some darker notes and a little black pepper. Fresh and great
minerality around with a good finish.
BOUCHARD FINLAYSON TETE DE CUVEE

$190

HEMEL-EN-ARDE, SOUTH AFRICA

Top class Pinot Noir only released on selected exceptional vintages. The palate offers fine
rich fruit with hints of raspberry, plum and oaky blackberry tones. Rich and long on the
back palate. Great structure and long harmonious layers of velvety tannins, promising
rewarding years of complex development. Beautifully pairs with red meats and cheese.
A. BICHOT, SAVIGVNY-LES-BEAUNE 2012

$200

SAVIGNY-LE-BEAUNE, BURGUNDY, FRANCE

A typical Cote de Beaune terroir, fruity nose and intense note redcurrant and plums.
Delicate palate, well balanced tannin and mineral with spicy finish.
LAMBLIN AND FILS GEVREY CHAMBERTIN 2009

$250

GREVREY CHAMBERTIN, COTE DE NUITS, BURGUNDY, FRANCE

A good example of this reputable appellation. The nose is complex with beautiful layers of
red fruit followed by tones of spice and earth. The body is light with precision and finesse.
A long finish with elegant tones of earth and red fruit.

Prices exclude 20% VAT.
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MERLOT
GLENELLY ‘THE GLASS COLLECTION’ 2017
STELLENBOSCH, WESTERN CAPE, SOUTH AFRICA

The winery is now owned by the previous owner of the iconic Chateau Pichon in
Bordeaux, France. The classical style of winemaking gives this wine a lot of elegance.
Layers of red berry fruit, herbs and sweet baking spices are present on the nose. 12 months
of maturation in French barriques gives medium to full body with smooth and elegant
tannins on the palate. A good finish.
SHANNON MOUNT BULLET 2015

$70

ELGIN, WESTERN CAPE, SOUTH AFRICA

A Cape benchmark that is incredibly complex. An attractive touch of pepperiness and
incredibly rich with beguiling layers of blackcurrant, mulberry, black olive and lifted
blueberry and floral notes. A rich sweet, juicy and fresh sensation on the palate. Arguably
South Africa’s best Merlot. This wine will make any Pomerol or St Emilion sit up and take
note.

CABERNET FRANC
DOMAINE DES QUATRE VENTS CHINON
L’ANGELIQUE 2019
LOIRE VALLEY, FRANCE

Located between the Loire and its tributary La Vienne, the estate operated by Philippe
and Aurélien Pion lives up to its name. With a beautiful ruby colour, this wine is preserved
with the aromas of red fruits and light tannins.
DOMAINE DE L’ABBAYE CHINON 2015
CHINNON, LOIRE VALLEY, FRANCE

A typical Chinon that dispays herbal notes on the nose and beautiful arrays of red fruit.
Whiffs of smoke and earth lead to an elegant palate of medium tannins. A good mineral
finish.
PLESSIS DUVAL SAUMUR CHAMPIGNY 2016

$50

SAUMUR CHAMPIGNY, LOIRE VALLEY, FRANCE

Light red fruit notes and herbs on the nose. Succulent palate of with raspberries and mint
gives a medium body and weight on palate. Bright acidity leads to a clean finish.
WATERKLOOF CIRCUMSTANCE 2015

$70

STELLENBOSCH, WESTERN CAPE, SOUTH AFRICA

From a biodynamic farmer, this wine unites diverse notes of red fruit such as blackberries,
pepper and a Mediterranean spice in its bouquet. On the palate, the wine offers a lovely
acidity that harmonises perfectly with the velvety tannins. Matured for 20 months in
French oak casks. It has a prolonged finish and is an excellent accompaniment to succulent
red meat.
Prices exclude 20% VAT.
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CABERNET SAUVIGNON
KEN FORRESTER PETIT 2019
STELLENBOSCH, SOUTH AFRICA

This wine is marked by notes of spices and aromas of berries. The well-balanced blend of
Cabernet Sauvignon and Merlot gives it a round and smooth mouthfeel.
WATERKLOOF CIRCUMSTANCE 2016
STELLENBOSCH, WESTERN CAPE, SOUTH AFRICA

From certified biodynamic wine farm, this Cabernet gives exuberant and intense black
fruit on the nose accompanied by notes of cedarwood and vanilla spice. The mouthfeel is
full, with integrated juicy tannins mingled with flavours of nutmeg and oak. A long finish.
VINA MAIPO PRODEGIDO 2008

$100

MAIPO VALLEY, CHILE

Deep ruby red in colour with a light crimson edge. A very complex nose with deep notes
of dried berries, ripe brumble, earth and pencil shavings. A smooth and soft entry leading
to a layered palate of black fruit spice and minerality. This wine has reached its optimum
drinking age and will be drinking perfectly for the next 5 years.
KANONKOP 2012

$200

STELLENBOSCH, WESTERN CAPE, SOUTH AFRICA

A typical example of the variety from this small picturesque region of Stellenbosch that
has gained recognition for its quality. A well-expressed bouquet with multiple layers of
black currants, brumble and cassis followed by earthy tones of tea and earth forest floor.
Notes of vanilla spice and cinnamon follow through on the palate that is compact of firm
tannins and ripe black fruit. The finish is long and unforgettable.
APERTURE 2015

$250

NAPA VALLEY, CALIFORNIA, USA

This wine has aromatics that are floral, powerful and intensely deep with a concentrated
and rich body of raspberries, black cherries, and spice. Incredible soft texture. Ripe red
berry character with pie spice, black licorice and cocoa undertones are complemented by
friendly tannins that make it a “big red” to enjoy anytime. 5% Malbec.

Prices exclude 20% VAT.
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SHIRAZ / SYRAH
E.GUIGAL COTE ROTIE “LA BRUNE ET LA
BLONDE” 2009
RHONE, FRANCE

Maison Guigal cultivates a great respect for the vines and a deep attachment to the
preservation of these noble plots. The wine has round and melted tannins. Aromas of
raspberries, blackberries and vanilla. Harmony between an imperceptible acidity, tannins
giving it a good aging potential but softened by a prolonged refining in wood.
MULLINEUX ‘OLD VINES’ 2015
MULLINEUX ‘OLD VINES’ 2015 (MAGNUM 1.5L)

$110
$250

SWARTLAND, WESTERN CAPE, SOUTH AFRICA

From seriously old vines that are not grafted and not trellised. The result of these farming
practices and minimal intervention in the cellar is a really concentrated juice that has
made this wine a benchmark of this variety in the Cape. Whiffs of white pepper is followed
by concentrated tones of mulberry and blueberry, floral tones too and light herbal tones of
eucalyptus. A very structured palate leads to a long finish.
ALLAIN GRAILLOT CROZES-HERMITAGE 2014

$115

CROZES HERMITAGE, RHONE, FRANCE

100% Syrah. Hand-picked fruit and whole bunch fermented for added structure and
complexity with very little oak influence. A classic wine offering a juicy core of plum
and bitter cherry fruit flavors laced with sage, tobacco and bay leaf notes, which emerge
steadily through the chalky finish.
CHRIS RINGLAND 2012

$120

BAROSSA VALLEY, AUSTRALIA

Opaque red-black with a crimson-brick red rim. The first impression from a freshly
decanted bottle is of sweet Dutch liquorice, together with a top note of citrus vanilla from
the French oak. The aroma then opens up to reveal dark chocolate and an amalgam of
fresh red berries. On the palate, fat and very rich with oak, vanilla still lurking beneath
the liquorice, aniseed and a hint of black pepper.
E. GUIGAL ST JOSEPH 2014

$140

ST JOSEPH, RHONE VALLEY, FRANCE

Floral notes and touch of herbs, plums and blackcurrant with spices and rounded tannin.
Perfectly pairs with roast red meat.
E. GUIGAL HERMITAGE 2012

$220

HERMITAGE, RHONE VALLEY, FRANCE

Aromatic, developing white and black pepper aromas and herbaceous notes as it ages.
Some examples show tanned leather and smoky scents, elegant and complex.

Prices exclude 20% VAT.
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PINOTAGE
RADFORD DALE GRANITE RIDGE 2018
COASTAL REGION, SOUTH AFRICA

A lighter rendition of this unique variety that is indigenous to South Africa. A plush nose
of cherries and plums is accompanied by a light and refreshing palate with a savory core.
An interesting wine to pair with cheese and charcuterie.
GRANGEHURST 2007

$120

STELLENBOSCH, SOUTH AFRICA

Forest floor, juniper and venison notes but lively and fresh. Drinking beautifully. Black
fruit detail, very fine tannin grip and an attractive focus. This wine is quite open and
generous with its character, power and depth. Includes a dash of cabernet sauvignon that
gives it a minty character. A masterpiece.
KANONKOP 2015 (MAGNUM 1.5L)

$200

STELLENBOSCH, WESTERN CAPE SOUTH AFRICA

This is the benchmark of Pinotage. The ultimate reflection of quality from this variety.
Complexity on the nose from primary plum and berry fruit to spice, oak and minerality.
The body is medium with soft elegant tannins. The finish is long and unforgettable.

Prices exclude 20% VAT.
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BLENDED RED WINE
CHÂTEAU BOIS DE FAVEREAU 2018
BORDEAUX, FRANCE

Good Bordeaux wines are characterized by a strong structure, great complexity and
finesse. An authentic Bordeaux is this Château du Bois Favereau with the typical, fine
aromas of cassis and blackberries, its good structure and fine elegance.
E.GUIGAL COTE DU RHONE 2017
RHONE, FRANCE

Maison Guigal cultivates a great respect for the vines and a deep attachment to the
preservation of these noble plot. The wine is full, round and racy. Rounded and smooth
tannins. A full-bodied, rich and intensely aromatic wine. Overall, it delivers on a full,
long finish and plenty of elegance and finesse due to the well-balanced tannins and fruit.
LA CROIX BARTON BORDEAUX ROUGE 2010
BORDEAUX, FRANCE

The wine La Croix Barton is a red wine produced by Les Vins Fins d’Anthony Barton.
It reveals types of oak and woody aromas on the nose whilst on the palate it presents a
powerful well balanced acidity and tannins with dark fruits.
KANONKOP KADETTE CAPE BLEND 2015
STELLENBOSCH, WESTERN CAPE, SOUTH AFRICA

A unique blend that comes from South Africa that should have at least 30% Pinotage in
the mix. This one in particular wine has 54% Pinotage, 34% Cabernet Sauvignon and
12% Merlot. Aromas of blueberries and dark fruit are accompanied by tones of clove
spice, nutmeg and vanilla. The mouthfeel is round and full, smooth tannins from careful
oaking, mingle with the generous plum fruit. A long spicy finish.
CHATEAU FRANC CARDINAL, COTES DE FRANCS 2011
COTE DE FRANCS, BORDEAUX, FRANCE

Attractive clean, medium intense red. Fruity nose recalling mostly redcurrant and
strawberry. Suppleness, lightness and fruit are key themes on the palate. A faint touch of
spice on the finish imparts a degree of character. A ripe and spicy wine that has tannins
as well as rich black fruits. It has a concentrated backdrop that is dry and firm. Full,
perfumed and generous.
DOMAINE SORTEILHO ST CHINIAN 2015
ST CHINIAN, LANGUEDOC-ROUSSILLON, FRANCE

Precise, expressive and spicy nose reminiscent of thyme, notes of plum and cherry. Lovely
freshness on the palate combined with polished tannins. A nicely crafted Saint-Chinian.
Full, powerful and distinctive. A racy, successful wine.
AA BADENHORST SECATEUR RED BLEND 2019
PAARDEBERG, SWARTLAND, SOUTH AFRICA

The wine is maturated in concrete tanks while Pipeage “foot stomped” twice, daily. It’s
then left on Lees in old casks and foudres for 7 months. The aromas are peppery, spicy
and exhibit ripe red fruit notes.
Prices exclude 20% VAT.
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BLENDED RED WINE
GIGONDAS, DOM. DE LONGUE TOQUE 2013

$70

GIGONDAS, RHONE VALLEY, FRANCE

Intense red, exuberant nose of vanilla, spice and red fruit. Complex, ample and rich on
the palate with a distinct character. The finish is long and minerally. 50/50 Grenache
and Syrah, a harmonious marriage of these two fantastic varietals.
YALUMBA THE STRAPPER 2013

$85

BAROSSA VALLEY, AUSTRALIA

Authentic Barossa Shiraz is sandwiched between the understated fragrant perfume of
Grenache and the earthy, rustic tannins of Mataro - a well-bred, strapping and savoury
wine. Pair with steak, pepper sauce or pepper crusted.
MAINE LA LINQUIERE CHANT DES CIGALES 2012

$90

SAINT CHINIAN, LANGUEDOC ROUSSILLON, FRANCE

Song of the cicada. Purple, deep and very bright. Intense nose dominated by aromas of
small black fruits, black truffles, toasted and spicy. Very long. Best enjoyed with Zebu and
cheese. Syrah, Mouvedre and Carignan.
DOM CHARTREUSE CHATEAUNEUF-DU-PAPE
2010

$100

CHATEAUNEUF-DU-PAPE, RHONE VALLEY, FRANCE

Crimson with dark purple. Nose of jammy red and black fruits with subtle spice presence.
Supple palate showing more of the fruit-dominant aromatics. Freshness and clean
aromatic length. A lovely classic Côtes du Rhône whose overriding quality is its fruit.
GLENELLY ESTATE RESERVE 2012

$130

STELLENBOSCH, SOUTH AFRICA

Rich powerful aromatics of red fruits, plum and blackberries initially present themselves,
followed hints of savoury, spicy Syrah with touches of cedar and floral tones. The palate
entry has good richness of ripe fresh fruit and pepper-spice supported by a firm, balanced
tannins. Very good oak integration with a fresh long finish.
BOUCHARD FINLAYSON HANNIBAL 2014

$70

WALKER BAY, WESTERN CAPE, SOUTH AFRICA

Sangiovese led six-part marriage of French and Italian varietals. Bright fruit with firm
acidity provides a taut wine with more than adequate tannin structure. Flavours are rich
black plum with strawberry undertones followed by subtle hints of oak. Delicious with red
meat and tomato-based pasta.
CH LARCIS JAUMAT, ST EMILION GRAND CRU
2012

$150

ST EMILION, BORDEAUX, FRANCE

A very nicely constructed Right Bank Bordeaux. Merlot driven with a bit of Cabernet
Sauvignon. A bright garnet colour. Berries, cherries, plums, mocha and vanilla on the
nose. Chalky, mineral mouth feel with herbal sweet mince and sweet spice flavours. Mild
but supple tannin structure. A formidably long finish braced with an explosion of fruit and
herb. Would pair well with herbed lighter meats or steak with asparagus on the side.
Prices exclude 20% VAT.
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BLENDED RED WINE
LE FIEF DE LAGRANGE ST JULLIEN 2014

$220

ST JULLIEN, MEDOC, BORDEAUX, FRANCE

A signature wine from the area of Medoc. An expressed and rich nose of black fruit and
cedar spice. Supple and balanced with elegance and finesse coming from the Cabernet
Sauvignon. The smaller proportion of Merlot tames the blend giving much fruit and spice.
A really long and generous finish
LE CLOS DE L’ORATOIRE

$220

ST EMILION GRAND CRU 2014

Spicy with black pepper and licorice, surprising floral notes of grass and acacia, evolving
onto more classic notes of strawberry, cherry and fresh blackcurrant, and subtle notes
of camphor and menthol. The attack is frank and ample, reflecting the gourmand and
delicate characteristics of the estate, magnificently held by fine tannins with a silky length.
CHATEAU PEDESCLAUX GRAND CRU 2014

$255

PAUILLAC, FRANCE

Château Pédesclaux reflects its complex terroir. Pédesclaux embodies the density of
Pauillac tempered by a unique sensuality. The nose exhibits smoked notes, blackcurrant,
chocolate and nutmeg. The palate is full-bodied, very harmonious with ripe soft tannins
accompanied by a complex fruit, milky toffee, toasted cocoa.
CH CANTENAC BROWN, MARGAUX GRAND CRU
2009

$320

MARGAUX, MEDOC, BORDEAUX, FRANCE

A subtle, elegant yet powerful Margaux red that really shows off this vintage at its best.
Combines the elegance and gorgeous perfume at the same time as a core intensity and
structure that suggests a serious wine with aging potential. Lifted flavors of violets, cassis
and cherry, subdued spiciness. The palate is supple, fresh and lifted. A well-crafted,
delicious Margaux.

SANGIOVESE
TERRA DEL CAPO 2013
GROENEKLOOF, WESTERN CAPE, SOUTH AFRICA

Appealing ripe red and black cherry aromas. Beautiful spicy entry to the palate packed
with the same ripe cherry succulence. A notable fruitcake flavor but well balanced by just
the ample amount of oak which provides structure and a mellow texture. Softly sensual
and elegant with a lingering tail.
M. ANTINORI PEPPOLI CHIANTI CLASSICO 2014

$100

CHIANTI CLASSICO DOCG, ITALY

90% Sangiovese, 10% Syrah. Ruby red in color with purple highlights, the wine shows
intensely fruity notes of cherries and red currants on the nose which fuse very well with
the typical sensations of violets. The palate is savory and smoky together with silky and
polished tannins. Very delicate.
Prices exclude 20% VAT.
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TEMPRANILLO
HAMMENKEN CELLARS AVENTINO 2014

$60

RIBERA DEL DUERO, SPAIN

A top example of wine from this area. From low yielding old vines and careful winemaking
leads to a concentrated yet balanced wine. Deep colour with aromas of mulberry and
blackberry. A nice array of spice covers through the palate that is full in body. The finish is
long with notes of minerals, oak and berries.
RAMON BILBAO RISERVA 2010

$100

RIOJA RISERVA, SPAIN

Lovely medium-high depth garnet colour. Clear, bright with beautiful legs. A complex
nose of high intensity. Ripe fruit mingling with tertiary aromas developed from the ageing
period. Good wood leaves its mark. Sweet pastry shop aromas, nutmeg, cinnamon sticks
and dried leaves. Elegant mouth feel and a long finish. Goes well with curried dishes and
ceviche. An all-rounder.

GRENACHE
DOMAINE GRIER 2013
COTES CATALANES, LANGUEDOC-ROUSSILLON, FRANCE

Instantly recognizable as a classic. Aromas and jammy flavors of blackberry and currants
with pepper and spice. Fruit forward and complex. Pairs divinely with grilled meats and
pastas. This signature style offers a full-bodied wine with round tannins and moderate
alcohol.
YALUMBA OLD BUSH VINE 2014

$70

BAROSSA VALLEY, AUSTRALIA

The elegance of Grenache was pushed into a new territory on this masterpiece. Yalumba
is extremely fortunate to have access to some of the oldest Grenache vineyards in the
Barossa, over 130 years. Appealingly pure red cherry with raspberry and cedar, this wine
is attractive and ethereal. Violets and liquorice show through the red fleshed, taut and
precise palate. Enjoy with mushroom pizza, duck or leafy salad and warm crusty bread.

Prices exclude 20% VAT.
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GAMAY NOIR
A.A DEVILLARD LE RENARD 2014

$85

COTEAUX BOURGUIGNONS, BURGUNDY, FRANCE

This Gamay from the Beaujolais region is blended with 10% Pinot Noir in this light and
fruity wine. It has gentle tannins and forward red-cherry fruits. The wine is soft and ready
to drink. Light ruby color. Nose of black spicy fruits, but also of black olive and green
pepper. The mouth declaims a palate vivifying and of great freshness.
DOMAINE JC LAPALU BEAUJOLAIS-VILLAGES
2013

$90

BEAUJOLAIS-VILLAGES, BURGUNDY, FRANCE

This biodynamically and organically grown wine is terrific, with lovely fruit and
interesting spice. The wine has a crisp, focused black cherry, raspberry and bay leafscented bouquet that opens with gusto in the glass. The palate is medium-bodied with
supple tannins, a fine line of acidity. Plenty of raspberry coulis and wild strawberry notes,
segueing towards a rounded, very poised finish.

MALBEC
LA GARDE 2014

$80

MENDOZA, ARGENTINA

Intense violet red with aromas of ripe red fruits and jams. Notes of vanilla, chocolate and
smoky scents. Very balanced with good body. The presence of tannins makes it smooth and
persistent. Ideal with grilled meats or pasta with red sauces.

DESSERT & FORTIFIED WINES
THELEMA VIN DE HEL 2014
STELLENBOSCH, SOUTH AFRICA

A golden dessert wine with very typical Muscat characters on the nose. The wine shows
upfront aromas of pineapple, citrus, apricots, a touch of honey and subtle floral notes.
The palate is lush with the perfect balance between sweetness and fresh acidity. Enjoy with
dessert or some fine handcrafted cheese.

Prices exclude 20% VAT.
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DESSERT & FORTIFIED WINES
MILES MOSSOP KIKA 2015

$8/glass

STELLENBOSCH, WESTERN CAPE

Plush, stylish apricot lined botrytis dessert wine. Fermented and finished in barrels.
Named after former Tokara winemaker Mossop’s daughter. Loves plum pudding and
fruit-based sweets.
PETER BAYLEY WHITE PORT N.V

$10/glass

CALITZDORP, SOUTH AFRICA

A shy bouquet of roast almond, crushed oats and hints of orange blossom and lemon rind,
unfolds into an ethereal, complex and lengthy palate. Peach pip, dried apricot, Seville
marmalade, roast almonds and hints of spice taunt the senses, while the Port ends with a
characteristically dry finish. Ideal with a selection of fine cheese, olives, dried tomatoes,
cured meats and farm style bread.
MULLINEUX STRAW WINE 2016

$12/glass

SWARTLAND, SOUTH AFRICA

Richly woven. Star amongst Cape straw wines. Decadently sweet and viscous threaded
with Chenin Blanc’s pervasive and piquant freshness. Lingering nougat, honey and dried
fruit flavors drawn to long, tangy conclusions.
CHATEAU DU LEVANT SAUTERNES 2012

$6/glass

SAUTERNES, BORDEAUX, FRANCE

Produced at the famed Château Liot vineyards of Bordeaux. A classic example of the
Botrytised/Noble Rot style of the area. A honeyed sweetness overlayed with a bracing
acidity. A beautiful golden dessert wine with sweet peach, candied nuts, and ripened pear
notes on the nose. Silky mouthfeel with honeysuckle, bees wax and vanilla on the palate.
A perfect companion to Fois Gras and honeyed desserts. Sauvignon Blanc, Sémillon,
Muscadelle blend.
KLEIN CONSTANTIA VIN DE CONSTANCE 2012

$200

CONSTANTIA, SOUTH AFRICA

Iconic, age worthy dessert wine from unbotrytized Muscat de Frontignan. Silky texture
and sweetness lifted by racy acidity. A fantastic concentration of spicy sweet essences,
fynbos and candied orange with a follow through of nuts, vanilla fudge, glazed pineapple
and dried apricots. A shining golden hued gem packed in a squiggly hand-blown bottle,
like the originals. Fabulous backstory.
ROYAL TOKAJI MEZES MALY ASZU
6PUTTONYOS 1996

$250

TOKAJI, HUNGARY

A vivid gold colour with honeyed apricot. A delightful nose of honey and peaches, delicate
and graceful on the palate with traces of spice and citrus fruit. Very elegant and refreshing
with a crisp, long finish, perfectly balanced. Orange peel flavours which are uplifted with
dramatic acidity.

Prices exclude 20% VAT.
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WHISKY
JOHNNIE WALKER RED LABEL
JOHNNIE WALKER BLACK LABEL
JUSTERINE AND BROOKES (J&B)
JACK DANIELS TENNESSEE
BUSHMILLS BLACK BUSH
GLEN GRANT SINGLE MALT 10YO
JAMESON
MAKERS MARK BOURBON

$5

CHIVAS REGAL 12YO

$5

GREENORE SINGLE GRAIN IRISH

$5

JACK DANIELS SINGLE BARREL

$5

LAPHROAIG SELECT

$5

LAPHROAIG ISLAY SINGLE MALT 10YO

$5

TULLAMORE DEW 12YO

$5

ARDBERG 10YR OLD

$6

COMPASS BOX ARTIST’S BLEND

$6

BOWMORE 15YO

$7

GLENFIDDICH 15YO SOLERA RESERVE

$7

WOODFORD RESERVE

$8

KNOB CREEK BOURBOUN 9YO

$8

COMPASS BOX SPICE TREE

$8

COMPASS BOX HEDONISM

$13

HIGHLAND PARK 18YO

$15

COGNAC
COMTE JOSEPH
COURVOUISIER VSOP

$8

REMY MARTIN VSOP

$8

REMY MARTIN 1738

$10

MAXIME TRIJOL VSOP

$10

HENNESY XO

$20
Prices exclude 20% VAT.
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RUM
HAVANA CLUB 3YO WHITE
HAVANA CLUB 7YO DARK
BARCADI
DZAMA CUVEE NOIR / BLANC
DZAMA BLANC DE NOSY BE
SAILOR JERRY SPICED

$5

MOUNT GAY BLACK BARREL

$5

DZAMA 15YO

$10

APPLETTON ESTATE 21YO

$20

TEQUILA
JOSE CUERVO ESPECIAL
JOSE CUERVO TRADICIONAL
PATRON XO CAFÉ

$5

HERRADURA REPOSADO

$5

PATRON ANEJO

$8

GRAPPA
DALLA CIA PINOT NOIR / CHARDONNAY
WILDERER PORT GRAPPA

$7

EAU DE VIE KIRSCH

$7

EAU DE VIE FRAMBOISE

$8

NONINO MERLOT

$15

VERMOUTH
CINZANO ROSSO
CINZANO BIANCO
CINZANO DRY

Prices exclude 20% VAT.
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VODKA
ABSOLUT
FINLANDIA
GREY GOOSE

$5

BELUGA

$5

ZUBROWKA BISON GRASS

$6

GIN
BOMBAY SAPPHIRE
HOPE ON HOPKINS MEDITERRANEAN
HOPE ON HOPKINS SALT RIVER
STRETTONS DOUBLE CUT
MUSGRAVE ORIGINAL
MUSGRAVE ROSEWATER
MUSGRAVE CRAFTED
INVERROCHE CLASSIC
INVERROCHE VERDANT
INERROCHE AMBER
HENDRICKS
THE BOTANIST ISLAY DRY

$6

NO3 LONDON DRY

$6

BLOEDLEMOEN

$6

SIPSMITH LONDON DRY

$8

Prices exclude 20% VAT.
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LIQUEURS, APERITIFS & DIGESTIFS
AMARULA
CAMPARI
CAPERITIF ADIE – BARDENHORST
JAGERMEISTER
RICARD PASTIS
GET 27 PEPPERMINT
ABSENTE ABSINTHE
PIMMS NO 1
DISARANNO AMARETTO
FRANGELICO
LIMONCELLO
DRAMBUIE
CHAMBORD
COINTREAU
GRAND MARNIER

$5

JORGENSEN FIELD OF DREAMS ABSINTHE

$5

CHARTREUSE GREEN

$9

Prices exclude 20% VAT.
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BEER
THREE HORSES BEER (PILSENER)
CASTEL (LAGER BEER)
GOLD BLANCHE (WEISS BEER STYLE)
GOLD BLONDE (LAGER BEER)
GOLD 8% (HIGH STRENGTH RUSTY ALE)
HEINEKEN (LAGER BEER)
CORONA (PALE LAGER BEER)

MIXERS
CRISTAL SPARKLING WATER
CAPRICE TONIC WATER
CASINO TONIC WATER
FITCH & LEEDES INDIAN TONIC
FITCH & LEEDES LEMONADE
FEVER TREE PREMIUM MEDITERRANEAN TONIC
COCA COLA
FANTA
PEPSI MAX (DIET)

Prices exclude 20% VAT.
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CIGARS
CRESUS PREMIUM BURLEY MADAGASCAR

$25
The first cigar produced in Madagascar, plus first Cuban Burley planted in Madagascar.
Situated in the North West of the big island, it is handmade “Hecho a Mano” size
(11cm). The wrap of the cigar is of several expressions of leaf, it offers a toasted and
woody scent and taste of creamy coffee in a third of the cigar.

H. UPMANN CORONAS MINOR

$35

A strong and pungent cigar, that burns slowly and reveals complex tastes. These cigars
pack a deep Cuban taste into a little package.
MONTECRISTO NO. 5

$35

A bouquet that explores mainly floral and woody tones, this Tres Petit Corona is the
‘multi-purpose’ cigar. Wonderful construction, easy and likable to all smokers.
ROMEO Y JULIETA NO.1 TUBOS DE ALUMINIO

$50
A perfect medium bodied companion cigar. This Corona is not too strong, but still gives
you glimpses of the Romeo y Julieta woody character. An excellent cigar to the start the
evening.

PUNCH PUNCH

$75
This reliable, impressively rolled cigar is is soft between your fingers and at the lighting
earthy flavours will openly mix with leather and musk aromas. A real cigar with character,
the Punch-Punch has an enchanting sweet note that rings true to the palate.

ROMEO Y JULIETA WIDE CHURCHILLS

$80
This a Churchill that redefines the concept of a creamy smoke. Robust and complex in
its multitude of flavours which include vanilla, coffee, tropical fruit, wood, cocoa, nuts,
herbs and flowers. It’s powerful, yet smooth and a remarkable smoke.

Prices exclude 20% VAT.
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CIGARETTES
GOOD LUCK

$5
$5
$10

P&S BLUE
MARLBORO

SHISHA
TWO COALS IN ANY FLAVOUR:
BANANA CAKE
BLUEBERRY & LEMON
GREEN APPLE
GREEN GRAPE
PEACH
WATERMELON
WATERMELON & MINT

Prices exclude 20% VAT.
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$10

SHORT COCKTAILS
MADAGASCAN MAGIC

Rum, Vanilla, Spice and Tropical Fruits
CHILLI MARGARITA

Tequila, Cointreau and Garden Chilli Infusion
MOSCOW MULE

Madagascan Vodka, Ginger and Lime
CAIPIRINHA

Cachaca, Nosy Be Sugars, Lime
MAVERICK MARTINI

Island Passionfruit, Vanilla, Prosecco
PINEAPPLE & BASIL SMASH

Organic Garden Basil, Pineapple ‘shrub’
NEGRONI

Bitter Sweet, Campari, Rosso and Madagascan Gin
ESPRESSO MARTINI

Madagascan Robusto, Infused Vodka, Kahlua
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LONG COCKTAILS
FROZEN MARGARITA

Grapefruit, Organic Elderflower, Lime
PASSIONFRUIT MOJITO

Madagascan Passionfruit, Mint, Lime
PALM BREEZE

Nosy Be Vodka, Grapefruit, Orange, Cranberry
MIAVANA RUM PUNCH

Light & Dark Rums, Trio of Citrus, Passionfruit, Grenadine
MAI TAI

Rum, Curacao, Almond Orgeat
FROZEN DAIQUIRI

White Rum, Seasonal Fruit, Lime
PINA COLADA

Light Rum, Miavana Pineapple and Young Coconut
APEROL SPRITZ

Aperol, Prosecco, Soda
PIMMS

Pimms, Lemonade, Ginger, Fruits
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NON-ALCOHOLIC
Explore the exotic flavours of Miavana through a wide selection of non-alcoholic beverages,
spanning the spectrum from uber healthy to deliciously indulgent. They intend to make the
most of each season, using the best local ingredients available to keep you refreshed and
hydrated in our island paradise.
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FREE SPIRITED MOCKTAILS
PINA COLADA

Miavana Pineapple & Young Coconut
TROPICAL MOJITO

Passionfruit, Mint, Lime, Lemonade
COCONUT SLUSH

Young Island Coconut, Lime, Coconut Sugar
AVOCADO DAIQUIRI

Avocado, Coconut Water, Lime
MIAVANA MANGO

Mango, Pineapple, Strawberry Cordial
TROPICAL PUNCH

Banana, Pineapple, Vanilla
LIME CRUNCH

Lime, Honey, Vanilla Salt
PINEAPPLE KOMBUCHA

Kombucha, Pineapple Shrub, Lime
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SMOOTHIES
ISLAND GREENS Avocado, Pok Choy, Lime, Mint & Milk
TROPICAL DREAMS Mango, Pineapple & Coconut Milk
NUTTER Peanut Butter, Banana, Rolled Oats, Mixed Seeds & Almond Milk
CHOCOHOLIC Cocoa, Vanilla, Dates, Linseeds & Coconut Milk
BERRY BLISS Frozen Berries & Ice
HEALER Apple, Ginger, Lemon & Coconut Water
BOOST YOUR SMOOTHIE:

Moringa Powder
Baobab Powder
Spirulina Powder
Activated Charcoal
Turmeric Powder

POWER SHOTS
TURMERIC, LEMON & CHILLI
BEETROOT, GINGER & LIME
POK CHOY, MORINGA, PARSLEY & LIME
CARROT, ORANGE & GINGER
SPIRULINA & COCONUT MILK
ACTIVATED CHARCOAL & LIME
OLIVE OIL & LEMON

KOMBUCHA
GINGER & LIME
PINEAPPLE & HONEY
PASSION FRUIT
KIWI & MORINGA

FRESH JUICES
GREEN Pok Choy, Celery, Cucumber, Lemon & Apple
YELLOW Carrot, Pineapple & Ginger
RED Beetroot & Orange
SEASONAL JUICE A selection of Apple, Orange, Mango, Watermelon,

Pineapple, Passion Fruit, or Grapefruit
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FRESH TONICS
WATERMELON & MINT
BASIL & LIME
CUCUMBER & MINT
GINGER & LEMONGRASS
ELDERFLOWER, APPLE & MINT
LIME & PINK PEPPERCORN

LASSIS
PASSION FRUIT
MANGO
LITCHI
VANILLA
COCONUT

MILKSHAKES
VANILLA
COCONUT
CHOCOLATE
PEANUT BUTTER
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COFFEE
ESPRESSO Single or Double
ESPRESSO ROMA Double Espresso & Sliced Fresh Lemon
MACCHIATO Double Espresso & Milk Froth
AFFOGATO Double Espresso & Vanilla Ice Cream
AMERICANO Double Espresso & Hot Water
LATTE Double Espresso & Steamed Milk
CAPPUCCINO Double Espresso, Steamed Milk & Foamed Milk
MOCHACCINO Cappuccino & Dark Chocolate
COFFEE SHAKE Double espresso, Coffee Ice Cream & Milk Blend
BLACK ICED COFFEE Americano & Ice
ICED LATTE Latte & Ice
SLOW BREW ICED COFEE Americano & Ice, brewed overnight
HOT CHOCOLATE White Chocolate, Dark Chocolate & Vanilla
MIAVANA COFFEE French Press with Coffee, Cocoa Powder & Vanilla

TEA
CHAMOMILE TEA
JASMINE TEA
ROOIBOS TEA
ENGLISH BREAKFAST TEA
FORREST BERRIES TEA

FRESH TEAS
FRESH MINT TEA
FRESH MORINGA TEA
GINGER, LEMONGRASS, HONEY TEA
SPICED BLACK TEA Cardamom, clove, cinnamon, nutmeg & milk

HOT OR ICED TEA FUSIONS
CHAMOMILE FLOWER, ELDERFLOWER & LEMON TEA
JASMINE, LIME & GINGER TEA
ROOIBOS, ORANGE & CINNAMON TEA
ENGLISH BREAKFAST & CARDAMOM TEA
FORREST BERRIES & VANILLA TEA
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